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Jabra Secure Mount for Speak 410_510

Brand : Jabra Product code: 14101-34

Product name : Secure Mount for Speak 410_510

- Jabra Speak 410/510 Mount Bracket. Secure your speakerphone to the table
- Original and authentic, manufacturer-made accessory.
- MPN: 14101-34
Secure Mount for Speak 410_510

Jabra Secure Mount for Speak 410_510:

Jabra Speak Secure Mount enables users to mount Jabra Speak onto a table surface and turn any room
into a permanent conference room. It is easy to mount Jabra Speak in the secure mount and just as easy
to remove it if you need ultimate mobility. Includes high bond tape for mounting to a solid surface
without drilling.

Holder for Jabra SPEAK 410 and Jabra SPEAK 510. Secure your speakerphone to the table.
Jabra Secure Mount for Speak 410_510. Placement: Floor, Product colour: Black, Country of origin: China.
Package depth: 124 mm, Package height: 188 mm, Package width: 114 mm. Products per master (outer)
case: 220 pc(s)

Features

Placement * Floor
Product colour Black
Country of origin China
Compatibility PC

Packaging data

Package depth 124 mm

Packaging data

Package height 188 mm
Package width 114 mm
Package weight 50 g

Logistics data

Products per master (outer) case 220 pc(s)
Harmonized System (HS) code 85189000
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